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West of England: Overview 2 

• A unique region with high levels of productivity and a highly skilled 
workforce employed in high-value employment sectors 

 

• But challenges remain – skills gaps are evidenced in key sectors, 
population growth is putting a strain on current infrastructure, and 
inequality is in evidence in some areas 

 

• The potential for future growth is clear: the area is globally 
connected, with high levels of business survival and a high 
tech/knowledge intensive economy 
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High productivity, diverse economic strengths and a skilled 
workforce 



A unique region 

The West of England’s status as one of a few 
Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEP) in the UK 
that makes a positive contribution to The 
Exchequer highlights the productivity of its 
strong and diverse economy. 

The GVA per filled job (2015) in the West of 
England is £50,944 – making it the most 
productive of all Core City LEPs and just below 
the English (including London) average of 
£51,830. Comparatively, the West of England’s 
placing of 10th out of 39 LEPs gives is a higher 
GVA per filled job than the nearby LEPs of 
Gloucestershire and Swindon and Wiltshire.  

The West of England is also performing 
strongly in terms of GVA per hour worked. 
Here, the West of England’s figure of £32.60 an 
hour (2015) compares favourably with 
England’s £32.40 as a whole. It also ranks the 
West of Egland highest out of all Core City 
LEPs, and above the LEP average of £30.20 

(2015). This level of productivity sees the 
economy of the West of England resemble 
nationally successful south-eastern economies 
such as Greater Cambridge and Greater 
Peterborough (see graph below).  
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GVA per hour worked (£) (selected LEPs) 2015 

Source: ONS, https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossvalueaddedgva/datasets/gvaforlocalenterprisepartnerships 
 

The most productive Core City 
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Source: ONS, https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossvalueaddedgva/datasets/gvaforlocalenterprisepartnerships 

 

The West of England’s productivity is 
impressive, and it has grown – and is growing – 
at a faster rate than productivity and total GVA 
nationally.  

The West of England has outstripped annual 
GVA growth considerably since 1997, with the 
period 1997-2014 seeing annual GVA growth of 
4.6%, compared to a national average of 3.9%. 
This ranks the LEP as the fastest growing ‘Core 
City’ LEP in this time period, and the 4th fastest 
growing LEP. During this time then, the LEP 
area has become an increasingly important 
part of the national economy.  

The West of England economy’s importance is 
even further underlined by its productivity 

growth over this time period. Over the last 
decade the area’s GVA per hours worked has 
increased by over 30% – from £24.90 in 2004 
to £32.60 in 2015.  

This productivity growth has been the fastest 
of any of the Core Cities, as well as ranking 11th 
of the 39 LEPs. Perhaps most notably, the West 
of England’s productivity deficit to England’s 
average has been eliminated over the 2005 to 
2015 period, with GVA per hour worked going 
from being nearly £1 an hour lower in 2005, to 
equivalent in 2015.  

The West of England’s economy has therefore 
become significantly more productive over the 
last 10 years. During this time period, the 

region has outstripped Swindon and Wiltshire 
LEP in GVA per head, whilst  narrowing the gap 
with Oxfordshire LEP considerably. 

The region’s nationally significant productivity, 
coupled with its continued productivity 
growth, makes it an important part of the 
national economy. However, in recent years 
productivity growth has started to slow and 
plateau. 
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With improving productivity 



Corroborating its status as a productive and 
successful economy, is the West of England’s 
status as an exceptionally strong functional 
economic area. 90% of its residents work within 
the area, ranking it the third most self-contained 

area in Britain, after the Cardiff Capital Region 
(92%) and London (91%). This is an indicator of 
the area’s economic strength, as well as the 
close links between investment in the city 
region, and positive outcomes for its residents. 

 A unique region 

Commuting patterns highlight economic strength 
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Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of Census 2011 and Office of Rail and Road data 

The map on the left illustrates usage of 
railway stations in the area and the 
commuting patterns of people working in 
the West of England, with darker areas 
indicating a higher intensity of flows. 
Stations such as Bristol Temple Meads, 
Bristol Parkway and Bath Spa act as 
important commuting hubs for internal 
workforce flows, but also for incoming 
commuters, who account for 15% of the 
people working in the West of England.  

The analysis of commuting patterns 
highlights the importance of Wiltshire, 
Mendip, Sedgemoor and Stroud as 
locations from which people commute 
into West of England to work, and West 
of England residents commute to for 
work. A more detailed assessment at the 
LSOA level, shows that areas of residence 
of external commuters to the West of 
England appear to be clustered around 
the settlements of Chippenham, 
Melksham, Trowbridge, Westbury, 
Frome, Wells, Shepton Mallet, Calne, 
Tetbury, Dursley and Stroud. 

 

Commuting Inflows and Station Usage 



A Unique region 

Increasing interaction with major conurbations 
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Destination of West of 
England residents 

No. 
commuters 

2011 

Prop. 
change 
2001-11 

Greater London 3480 34.9% 

Cardiff City Region 2553 29.7% 

Greater Manchester* 1104 430.8% 

West Midlands 830 10.2% 

Origin of West of England 
workers 

No. 
commuters 

2011 

Prop. 
change 
2001-11 

Cardiff City Region 9535 37.5% 

Greater London 2502 164.8% 

West Midlands 802 32.6% 

Greater Manchester 759 153.8% 

Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of Census 2011, BRES, and ONS data   

Despite the high level of self-containment, 
interactions with Greater London and major 
conurbations are, as the tables below 
demonstrate, significant and have seen a 
remarkable increase of flows between 2001 
and 2011. 

Cardiff Capital Region contributes around 9,500 
workers to the West of England workforce, 
whilst London contributes around 2,500 
workers. Workers from London are estimated 
to add to the West of England economy around 
£100m. 

Flows with London appear to have become 
increasingly important: outflows have 
increased by 35% and inflows by 165% 
between 2001 and 2011. If this linear trend 
continues over the next 10 years, around 1,200 

more people would be commuting to London 
and 4,100 more from London to the West of 
England.  

Meanwhile, the area has seen an upsurge in 
migration from major conurbations, especially 
London and Manchester. In 2015, more people 
moved to the area from London, Greater 
Manchester, the West Midlands and Cardiff 
Capital Region than vice-versa. 

Migration and commuting suggests that 
transport infrastructure is critical to support 
this growth. Planned electrification of part of 
the Great Western Railway (GWR) track is 
expected to improve Bristol Parkway’s and 
Bath’s links with major cities outside the West 
of England, such as London and Cardiff. 

However, the Department for Transport 
recently announced that electrification 
between some of the stations in the LEP, 
including Bristol Temple Meads to Bath Spa, 
and Bristol Temple Meads to Bristol Parkway, 
will be delayed until 2024 at the earliest.  
Network Rail have advised that there will still 
be the benefit of increased frequency with 4 
trains per hour to London, but these will not be 
fully electrified. 

Considering the growing importance of the 
interactions with London, both in terms of 
workforce flows and internal migration moves, 
the delay in electrification of the GWR mainline 
to London may affect this aspect of growth and 
the continued use of diesel trains as opposed 
to full electrification may impact on the 
environment. 

*care should we taken with this estimates as they might be biased 
for this specific Census week 
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A national leader in advanced manufacturing 
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The West of England is economically 
distinguished by its nationally significant 
advanced manufacturing industries. A mix of 
global leaders in specialised fields and 
supporting smaller companies make the 
region one of national importance to Britain’s 
high-tech and high productivity manufacturing 
industry.  

In advanced manufacturing, the West of 
England is of national importance in some 
sectors. In the ‘manufacture of air and 
spacecraft machinery’, Airbus’ plant in the 
West of England has made it the 3rd largest 
LEP in the UK for employment in this sector. 
Meanwhile, the West of England has the 
highest concentration and number of 
employees of any LEP in England for the 
‘installation of industrial machinery and 
equipment’.  

In addition to this manufacturing, the West of 
England also has UK-leading high-tech 
industry in its area. The West of England 
employs the third highest number of people in 
computer manufacturing in the UK (after 
Cambridge and London) and has the second 
highest concentration after Cambridge. This is 
driven by global firms such as Roland DG (a 
Japanese world leader in wide-format inkjet 
printers) and Datatote (a global betting firm) 
basing themselves in the area.  

The West of England is also nationally 
important for infrastructure and engineering 
consultancies. 10,400 people are employed in 
these industries – making the West of England 
the largest and most concentrated LEP in the 
UK. Global engineering consultants such as 
BuroHappold Engineering are headquartered 
in Bath, whilst Opus International Consultants 

has its UK headquarters in South 
Gloucestershire.  

A unique region 

Industry No. of 
jobs 

National % 
of jobs 

Ranking 

Civil engineering 10,400 4.3% Highest employment in the country 

Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery 7,394 8.7% 3rd highest employment and concentration in England 

Engineering design activities for industrial process and production 3,422 5.8% 3rd highest employment in the country 

Installation of industrial machinery and equipment 1,436 7.4% Highest employment and concentration in England 

Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 501 7.0% 2nd highest concentration in England, 3rd highest employment 

Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of ONS and BvD data 



And a South East-like service economy 
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Whilst serving as a nationally important hub of 
advanced manufacturing, the West of England 
also has high productivity service industries 
similar to other economies in the South East. 
This is evidenced by a disproportionately large 
higher education sector. Across a swathe of 
industries, the economy is second only to 
London in concentration and employment. 

Skilled employees serve as a backbone of 
these industries. The area’s economic success 
is hardly surprising in this context, with 14,311 
people being employed in higher education – 
the second highest concentration after 
Oxfordshire.  

At the same time, the economy has the 
second highest concentration of data 
processing jobs in England (after Thames 

Valley Berkshire LEP), and the third highest 
level of employment. This is driven by a 
number of small employers, most notably 
Navisite Europe, a leading worldwide provider 
of cloud enabled hosting.  

As well as data processing, the West of 
England economy is also characterised by the 
strength of the financial services sector. The 
West of England has the third highest level of 
employment in the UK in life insurance 
(compared to London and the Coast to Capital 
LEP), as well as the highest concentration in 
activities auxiliary to insurance. The West of 
England also has the only major industry in 
‘Security and commodity contracts brokerage’ 
outside of London, and the second highest 
level of employment in the regulation of 
health care and education. 

The area is also supporting an increasing 
number of disruptive fintech companies, 
among which are Hargreaves Lansdown, 
Deepbridge and Clarke Willmott. 

A unique region 

Industry No. of 
jobs 

National % of 
jobs 

Ranking 

First degree level higher education 14,311 3.4% Second highest concentration in England 

Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 4,041 4.8% Highest concentration in England, 4th highest employment 

Regulation of the health care, education, cultural services, etc 3,556 3.8% 2nd highest employment in England, highest concentration 

Data processing, hosting and related activities 2,620 5.9% 2nd highest concentration in England, 3rd for employment 

Architectural activities 2,438 3.4% 2nd highest concentration, 3rd highest employment in England 

Securities and commodity contracts brokerage 1,901 5.3% The only LEP with significant employment after London 

Life insurance 1,722 5.4% 3rd highest employment in England, 4th highest concentration 

Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of ONS and BvD data 



A strong base for further 
growth 
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Global connections, a high survival rate for businesses and a 
significant knowledge economy 



A unique region 11 

Underpinning the West of England’s economic 
strength is an educated and highly skilled 
workforce.  

43.6% of the working age population aged (16-
64) hold an NVQ4 or above qualification, 
compared to 36.8% in England as a whole. The 
preponderance of highly skilled residents not 
only aids the current productivity of the region, 
but also its potential growth. 

The region also attracts a regular inflow of 
highly skilled graduates. It attracts the third 
highest number of graduates from Oxbridge in 
the UK, as well as experiencing the third largest 
net gain of Oxbridge graduates of any area. 
This is a testament to the region’s strength, 
whilst also highlighting its highly skilled and 
productive workforce. 

This educated population is supplemented by 
the presence of four major universities within 
the West of England. Bath and Bristol 
Universities are internationally successful in 
league tables in their own right, whilst Bath 
Spa and the West of England provide large 
cohorts of highly educated graduates each 
year. These universities result in Bristol having 
the second highest concentration of first 
degree education employment in the UK, after 

Oxfordshire.  

These academic institutions, coupled with a 
highly skilled and educated population, provide 
the environmental demographic conditions 
under which a highly productive economy can 
flourish. This strength therefore is not only a 
testament to the region, but an asset to 
capitalise on to deliver future growth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

43.6% 

36.8% 

West of England  

England 

Percentage of population with NVQ4 or above/ at least degree level qualifications 

Source for unemployment: Annual Population Survey Apr 2015-Mar 2016 (ONS); source for qualifications: Annual Population Survey Jan 2015-Dec 2015 (ONS); CfC 

Underpinned by a highly educated workforce 



International connections 
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Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of Census 2011 and The Complete University Guide data 
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Proportion of working age population from 
international migration in the year before the 

Census 

LEP Bristol Bath North Somerset 
South 

Gloucestershire 

 Spain 808  China 455  China 255  Spain 97  India 152 

 France 780  Spain 448  France 221  Australia 85  Australia 103 

 China 760  France 423  Spain 175  France 67  Poland 92 

 Australia 712  Australia 383  Australia 141  Poland 66  USA 91 

 Poland 615  Poland 340  Germany 122  USA 45  Spain 88 

Top 5 inflows (people) 

The West of England’s level of international migration is a testament to its 
attractiveness as a place to work and do business. Notably, the area has similar 
migration levels to Thames Valley Berkshire – a successful economic area with high 
GVA per capita. Notably, the West of England far outstrips other LEPs in the South 
West, such as Swindon and Wiltshire. These migration figures show, unsurprisingly, a 
considerable bias towards countries from the EU. Migrants from Spain, France and 
Poland are amongst the top five countries from where people emigrate.  

As with employment, the West of England is also adept at attracting large numbers of 
students. Driven by its universities, the West of England attracts 49.7% of all EU 
students in the South West (3,400 in 2014), and 55.8% of non-EU pupils (10,220 in 
2014). This sees the region attract the 3rd highest number of international students in 
the UK.  

These students are a considerable asset to the region. Directly, they contribute about 
£95m per annum in direct spending to the West of England economy. However, they 
also provide a further highly skilled workforce base to aid the region’s economic 
success. Notably, a majority of non-EU students are Asian, and specialise in science and 
engineering subjects, an area of strength in the West of England. 
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Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of OpenFlight data and airports data  

However, Bristol Airport also enjoys frequent full 
service flights to three major European hubs, 
which are particularly important for businesses, 
as they allow easy onward connections to a wide 
range of destinations worldwide.  

 Bristol Airport is the 9th biggest airport in the 
UK by passenger numbers, with the airport 
processing 6.8m passengers in 2015. This 
makes it the largest English airport outside of 
London, Manchester and Birmingham. The 
Airport caters for the wider South West and 
South Wales, as well as the West of England 
area itself. 

This map and a comparative analysis with 
other UK airports of similar size (next page) 
highlight that the bulk of traffic is tourist-
driven. The 53 international destinations 
operated by low cost airlines enable residents 
in the West of England to easily access 
popular tourist regions (mainly in southern 
Europe and northern Africa), but they are also 
instrumental to attract foreign visitors to the 
West of England, as they provide direct 
connections to large European cities and 
regions.  

Direct links to major European cities are 
largely run by low-cost airlines, and therefore 
use point-to-point flights which do now allow 
for easy transfers.   



Compared to other English airports of similar 
size, Bristol Airport is performing well in terms 
of passenger numbers. It has the second 
largest annual growth after Liverpool. 

Bristol Airport offers a larger number of direct 
destinations than Newcastle, East Midlands 
and Liverpool airports. While the latter two 
serve mostly regional and popular tourism 
destinations, Newcastle has a similar structure, 
with a mix of full service and low cost 
operators (still in the majority), and serving 
both tourist destinations and large European 
cities and regions.  

While Newcastle has the advantage of more 
links to major hubs (including Heathrow), 
Bristol is considerably ahead in both number of 
direct links, and passenger numbers and 
growth. In fact, with 3 connections to major 
hubs, Bristol is not far behind Gatwick, which 
despite being Europe’s 9th airport and the UK’s 
2nd, only has links to seven hubs. 

The opening of a new terminal extension in 
December 2016 at Bristol Airport enables it to 
handle 8m passengers in the coming year. A 
broader expansion plan is also in place to allow 
the airport to support 10m passengers per 
year. In support of the expansion plan, new 

long-haul routes are being launched in summer 
2017, which include destinations such as 
Cancun in Mexico and Orlando in Florida. 

The current short runway, however, appears to 
be a barrier to future growth. A 2006 Master 
Plan for the airport highlighted the need for a 
runway extension to unlock future long-haul 
routes. 

Whilst there are strong international 
connections, any future development of the 
airport will need to be accompanied by 
improved local infrastructure and connections 
to the airport. 

International connections 
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Birmingham Airport Bristol Airport Newcastle Airport East Midlands Airport Liverpool Airport 

No. passengers in 

2015 (growth 2014-

15) 
10.2m (+5.0%) 6.8m (+7.1%) 4.6 (+1.0%) 4.5m (-1.3%) 4.3 (+7.9%) 

Major hub 

connections 10 3 4 0 0 

Destinations (direct 

connections) 

Over 100 different destinations 

(including 25 long haul). Connected to 5 

major European hubs plus important 

hub airports in America and Dubai. 

Well connected to large European cities 

(by both full service and low cost 

airlines), and many low cost links to 

popular tourism destinations. 

9 national and 64 international 

connections (including 3 major 

European hubs). A mix of major 

European cities and obvious 

tourist destinations, mostly 

operated by low cost airlines.  

10 different national destinations 

(incl. Heathrow) and 39 

international connections, 

including a long haul flight to 

Dubai). A mix of major European 

cities and obvious holiday 

destinations, mostly operated by 

low cost airlines.  

6 different national and 51 

international destinations. 

Very tourism focused 

destinations (particularly 

Southern Europe). Mostly 

operated by low cost airlines. 

4 different national and 44 

international destinations. Very 

tourism focused destinations 

(particularly Southern Europe 

and major European cities). 

Mostly operated by low cost 

airlines. 

Local transport 

connections 
Railway station, motorway and a 

bus/coach services. 
Road and bus/coach services. Subway, bus and A-road.  

Bus, motorway, and nearby 

railway station. 
Bus/coach services and A-road. 
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Bristol Port 
15 

Bristol Port Harwich Port Hull Port Medway Port Southampton Port 

Total tonnage (thousands) 8,877 4,550 10,029 9,091 37,660 

International tonnage (thousands) 7,033 4,452 9,898 7,230 31,694 

Domestic tonnage (thousands) 1,844 98 131 1,860 5,965 

International import tonnage 

(thousands) 5,481 2,983 7,390 6,198 18,463 

International export tonnage 

(thousands) 1,551 1,469 2,508 1,032 13,231 

Roll-on/roll-off traffic (i.e. cars, 

buses) 1,040 4,000 2,461 436 2,044 

Container traffic 814 4 1,537 1,186 10,556 

Bulk fuels (i.e. oil, gas coal) 3,405 84 548 2,503 22,851 

Other bulk (i.e. ores, agriculture) 3,474 381 3,974 3,150 2,073 

General cargo (i.e. iron and steel, 

forestry) 145 165 1509 1811 136 

As is the case for the Airport, the West of 
England also has a relatively strong port for a 
city of its size. Compared to similar sized ports in 
total tonnage, Bristol Port seems relatively 
balanced. The significant majority of goods 
handled are imports as opposed to exports, at 
7m to 1.8m tonnes.  

The port handles significant proportions of trade 
in fuels, bulk items and roll-on/ roll-off traffic. 
Compared to a port such as Harwich, Bristol 

Port’s cargo is varied. Most notably, 60% of 
Bristol Port’s exports are in bulk items. These 
are ores (544,000 tonnes) and agricultural 
products (542,000 tonnes).  

Bristol port is also the 3rd largest coal port in the 
UK and has historically played a strategic role in 
the supply of energy to the south. Given the 
potential for the port to play an important part 
in the Hinckley Point C development, ensuring 
that the infrastructure linking the port to both 

Hinckley Point itself and its wider markets will 
be critical to ensure an efficient distribution in 
the future.  

At the same time, expanding the types of 
import/export activities further has the potential 
to make the port less vulnerable to economic 
shocks. 

Source: Metro Dynamics and Nomis (ONS) 

25% of aviation fuels into the UK, supplied to airport 

including Heathrow and Gatwick 

imports/exports of 

600,000 vehicles per annum 
3rd largest coal port in the UK  



International subsidiaries 
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Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of BvD data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The West of England’s global transport links 
and economic strength make it an attractive 
place for business. The area has considerable 
strength in export oriented sectors of the 
economy such as financial services, 
manufacturing, information and 
communication and professional scientific and 
technical communications. 

 

The West of England has 520 companies with 
an annual revenue of over £1m in these 
sectors. An impressive 59% of these companies 
have subsidiaries overseas. This is driven both 
by international companies such as Morris, and 
expanding globally competitive small 
companies. Clearly, the West of England 
economy is important not only nationally, but 
internationally. 

 

An analysis of the nature of this strength is 
reflected in the diversity of these ties. Whilst 
US offices proliferate (with 70 overseas 
subsidiaries), the economy also has close ties 
with the European Union: Spain has over 50 
offices, followed by France, Denmark, the 
Netherlands and Ireland.  

The map shows the location and density of 
subsidiaries of these West of England 
companies. 



Overseas investors 
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Source: Metro Dynamics analysis of Land Registry data 

The density of the transactions on 
the map thus highlights the West of 
England’s success at attracting 
foreign investment. Indeed, the 
region compares well with nearby 
regions.  

The West of England has the highest 
density per head of properties 
owned by overseas companies in the 
South West, with over 700 titles 
owned overseas. 

The table below also demonstrates 
the West of England’s success 
relative to nearby LEPs in terms of 
density per head. 

As a successful and productive economy, the West of 
England is an attractive place for foreign investment. 
This is demonstrated by Land Registry figures for 
foreign ownership. 

In the map below each orange dot indicates the 
location of a title owned by an overseas corporation 
between 2010 and October 2015.  

Rank LEPs 

1 Thames Valley Berkshire 

2 West of England 

3 Oxfordshire 

4 Cornwall and Isles of Scilly 

5 Gloucestershire 

6 Swindon and Wiltshire 

7 Heart of the South West 

8 Dorset 

Land Ownership by Overseas Corporations 



Innovative businesses 
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Despite challenges, 
the region has 
disproportionate 
success in globally 
competitive and highly 
productive industries.  

• 27.2% of workers 
are employed in 
KIBS jobs, 
compared to a 
national average of 
23.4%- making the 
West of England 
the 4th best LEP 
region 

• 80% of the region’s 
largest 15 sectors 
increased  
employment over 
the last 5 years 

• 7.2% of residents 
work in science and 
engineering 
occupations 

 

 

Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, Office for National Statistics 

A strong base for further growth 

Whilst overseas investment and the 
proliferation of subsidiaries is a testament to 
the West of England’s strong economy, so too 
is its success in innovation. Analysis highlights 
the strength of the West of England’s 
technology and science sectors.  

This is best demonstrated by the statistically 
high proportion of knowledge-based industries 
and tech manufacturing (KIBS) jobs. At 27.2%, 
this significantly outstrips the average for  
England as a whole (23.4%), and England 
excluding London (16.9%). The West of England 
also has a higher proportion of KIBS jobs than 
any of the other Core City LEPs. Its strength is 

further underlined by the proportion of KIBS 
jobs, outstripping that of Greater Cambridge 
and Greater Peterborough LEP – a core KIBS 
area within the UK, as well as its ranking of 4th 
for these jobs nationally. 

Alongside KIBS growth is the West of England’s 
record of technological innovation. Bristol City 
has 8 patents per 1000 residents, whilst the 
LEP as a whole is 10th nationally for patents per 
capita.  

Meanwhile the West of England also sees 7.2% 
of its employed residents in science and 
engineering occupations, compared to England 

excluding London’s 5.8%, which further 
underlies the region’s strength in this sector.  

In total, these figures illustrate the strong base 
of the West of England’s technology industries. 
Complimented by the aforementioned high 
skills levels and  KIBs jobs and other factors 
associated with innovation, there is a clear 
base upon which further growth can be built. 



A successful record for start-ups 
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Corroborating this, the West of England also 
has a strong record for start-up survival and 
business numbers. Since 2010, the number of 
businesses in the region has increased by over 
8,000, from under 36,000 in 2010 to over 
42,000 in 2016. This has been primarily driven 
by micro business growth.  

This has resulted in the West of England 
having 61 enterprises per 1,000 residents. This 
is an impressive number for a city region: it 
ranks 1st amongst all Core Cities. It also 
compares favourably against England’s 40 
enterprises per 1,000 residents. Although the 

LEP ranks only 23rd out of 39 LEPs, this seems 
to be more an indication of its status as a city 
region (given it ranks top amongst Core Cities) 
than a failure of the area. 

This relatively large number of businesses per 
resident for a city region is complimented by 
an impressive track record of business survival. 
Here, the LEP ranks 1st amongst Core Cities, 
with a death rate of 9.0% which compares well 
against England as a whole (9.7%).  

The LEP does, however lag behind when it 
comes to birth rates. Here, it is only 6th 

amongst Core Cities, with its birth rate of 
13.5% lagging behind England’s average of 
14.0%. This may offer an opportunity for 
business development support, though it may 
also be associated with the low death rate of 
Bristol’s businesses.  

A strong base for further growth 
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The West of England’s workforce is expected 
to grow by 5.5% between 2015 and 2025, 
driven by growth in the populations of Bristol 
and South Gloucestershire in particular.  

This predicted growth outstrips that of all Core 
City LEPs, and is significantly higher than 
England’s rate of 3.3% growth. This puts the 
LEP 5th amongst the 39 LEPs for population 

growth – indicative of its economic success, 
and offering the region an opportunity to 
economically cope with its growing elderly 
population. 

Nevertheless the workforce also poses a 
challenge for the region. The West of England 
has seen consistent GVA per hour growth 
since 2012, however this productivity is low 

relative to pre-2007 data. This poses a 
challenge to the West of England, which faces 
the challenge of increasing productivity in the 
face of a growing population. The extent to 
which the region can deal with this challenge 
will to some extent define its success over the 
next 10 years. 

A growing workforce – but productivity gains are slowing 
Challenges to growth 
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Job increases have therefore offset losses over the 
last 6 years, yet the below graph emphasises the 
spatial disparity in this growth. 

Clearly, Bristol has seen the largest net and 
percentage jobs growth, with 18,000 jobs added 
(7.7% increase) over the period. North Somerset, 
too, has experienced growth: with nearly 4,000 
jobs added (5.1% increase) over the period. These 
areas compare favourably with BANES and South 
Gloucestershire, both of which have experienced a 
minor reduction in jobs. 

The divergence in jobs growth between these areas 
signifies potential challenges for the West of 
England. Currently South Gloucestershire and 
BANES have very low unemployment compared to 

Bristol in particular. At present then, jobs growth in 
Bristol can deliver inclusive outcomes.  

Nevertheless, jobs growth concentrated in Bristol 
poses potential challenges to the region. Growth 
centred in Bristol and its fringes will increase 
pressure on infrastructure, encouraging commuting 
from outlying areas. Furthermore, spatially 
concentrated growth may benefit the 
unemployed/low wage population in Bristol. 

Spatial element of jobs growth 
Challenges to growth 

Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, Office for National Statistics. Note, totals for 84: Public administration and defence; compulsory social security have been adjusted to take account of an error in 
estimating defence jobs (6,630 decline) in South Gloucestershire. 
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The slowing of the West of England’s productivity 
growth over recent years has coincided with relatively 
slow jobs growth. Jobs have increased relatively 
slowly in recent years, at 3.7%, compared to England’s 
jobs growth of 7.8%.  
 
A driver of this is jobs decline. 2010-15 saw public 
administration and defence shed 6,400 jobs, across 
the West of England, whilst insurance shed 3,700 – a 
51.2% decline. Financial services also lost 3,200 jobs. 
Meanwhile, head offices and management 
consultancy defied national growth trends and also 
lost 2,500 jobs – driven by job losses at Somerfield 
and Lloyds Banking Group. Overall 29,500 jobs have 
been lost in the 15 fastest declining industries. 
 
These losses, though, have been more than offset by 
an increased number of jobs in growing sectors. 
Human health activities had added 8,300 jobs in the 
period, seeing a growth of 20.5%. Meanwhile 
architecture employs 7,900 more jobs – a growth of 
70.1%. The food and beverage activities, warehousing, 
construction  and office admin sectors have added 
4,800, 4,800, 3,900 and  3,900 jobs respectively. 
Overall 51,300 jobs have been gained in the 15 fastest 
growing industries between 2010 and 2015. 

Net jobs in the West of England 2009-2015 
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Transport: 
Congestion and 

reliability of 
public transport 

is a growing 
problem  

Digital: Variable 
broadband 

connectivity and 
speed across the 

region  

Housing: 
affordability and 

deliverability 
issues persist 

Whilst the workforce of the West of England is 
predicted to grow by 5.5% (2015-2025), the 
region is expected to see its population grow by 
8.7%. Both of these growth rates are above 
England’s average as a whole. This, coupled with 
the aforementioned recent concentration of 
jobs growth in Bristol, presents a challenge for a 
region already burdened with infrastructure 
pressures. 

For whilst the West of England has good 
motorway and railway networks, high levels of 
traffic congestion is a growing problem. Indeed 

77% of businesses surveyed said reduced 
congestion would have a positive impact on 
their business (Business Survey, Q3 2012/13). 
Both Bristol and Bath also rank poorly amongst 
cities in surveys about how easy they are to 
travel in.  

Broadband speeds are also variable, with Bristol 
and South Gloucestershire having nationally 
high broadband speeds, whilst North Somerset, 
and Bath and North East Somerset have 
comparatively low speeds. 

It is clear that in order to capitalise on the 
opportunities afforded by a growing workforce 
and population, infrastructure in the region 
must improve. Benefits would accrue by linking 
growing population to employment centres – 
particularly across the network of enterprise 
areas in the region.  

Growth also brings pressures on infrastructure 
Challenges to growth 

Source: Subnational Population Projections, Office for National Statistics 
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Yet underneath relatively impressive numbers is 
local deprivation. As the graph (below) highlights, 
although the West of England compares well to 
Core City regions on almost all measures, this is 
indicative of the problems in major cities. Indeed 
this trend is true in the West of England as well, 
where Bristol ranks worst amongst the other 
councils (and worse than the national average) for 
out-of-work benefits, worklessness and 
unemployment.  

 

 

 

 

At the top level then, the area is prosperous. 
However pockets of deprivation – above national 
and far above regional averages – exist in Bristol.  In 
addition the other authority areas all have there 
own issues with pockets of deprivation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source for unemployment: Annual Population Survey Apr 2015-Mar 2016 (ONS); source for qualifications: Annual Population Survey Jan 2015-Dec 2015 (ONS); CfC 

Diverse levels of poverty 
Recent growth has been concentrated in 
Bristol. This offers an opportunity to drive 
inclusive growth. This is because although 
the West of England compares favourably 
on most poverty indicators, with an 
employment rate of 78% ranking it top 
amongst core city regions, this is spatially 
diverse. 
 
Indeed with an unemployment rate of 
3.6%, the LEP region compares favourably 
with core cities, and has a similar 
performance to the high productivity 
economies of GCGP, Berkshire and 
Oxfordshire. Alongside this, almost all 
residents have basic qualifications, with 
the region ranking as the LEP with the 
lowest number of working age residents 
with no qualifications. Overall, 
worklessness is also low for a core city, 
whilst the number of workless 
households is below the national average. 
The West of England’s figure of 10% of 
working age residents claiming an out-of-
work benefit is also low relative to 
England’s average of 11.4%. 
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A growing workforce and population has put,  
and will continue to put, pressure on housing 
demand and affordability in the West of England. 
A key challenge of the region’s economic growth 
is dealing with this problem.  

This is not a phenomenon exclusive to the West 
of England. As the bottom graph demonstrates, 
median house prices across the South East have 
consistently risen since 2009. Indeed, the West 
of England’s growth in house prices has been 
fairly similar to that of the South East as a whole.  

This price growth has put considerable pressure 
on the incomes of West of England residents. 

Median house prices in 2016 were on average 
between  8 – 10.5 times the average earnings. 
Taking home ownership out of the reach of many 
residents. 

Housing delivery, meanwhile, has been 
impressive over the last 10 years, with dwelling 
stock growing by 9.2% between 2004 and 2014 
(compared to 7.8% in England). However, 
despite this, affordabilty remains an issue.  

House prices pose a challenge to the region 
going forward. Anticipated population and 
economic growth are likely to increase housing 
demand further, and the capacity of the region 

to deliver a range of housing will help determine 
the extent the region’s capacity to attract 
workers and drive inclusive growth.  

Housing delivery  
Challenges to growth 
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Those areas with high house prices and low 
levels of poverty have, unsurprisingly, high levels 
of inequality. They also tend to have relatively 
low levels of qualifications.  

As the below table demonstrates, in terms of 
median hourly earnings, councils are fairly 
similar. Less than £1 an hour separates the pay 
of the highest median wage council area (North 
Somerset) from the lowest (Bristol). All councils 
rank between 48th and 69th out of 151 council 
areas in the country for median earnings, and all 
apart from Bristol have a higher wage per hour 
than England’s average. 

However councils, are markedly different in their 
wage inequality. BANES and North Somerset, 

despite having the highest median earnings, have 
low lower quartile earnings. Lower quartile 
earnings as a percentage of median earnings is 
below 70%. These compare unfavourably with 
Bristol and South Gloucestershire, who rank 
amongst the top 27 councils nationally. 

There is also a considerable difference between 
workplace and residential earnings. BANES, 
North Somerset and South Gloucestershire have 
higher residential than workplace earnings 
(whilst Bristol is the opposite). Although these 
gaps are decreasing, this, coupled with 
commuting data, suggests an unequal benefit 
from Bristol economic success. 

Qualifications data also highlights a disparity, 

albeit across different councils.  Bath and North 
East Somerset and Bristol both have highly 
educated populations, as nearly 48% of residents 
have an NVQ4+ qualification. North Somerset 
and South Gloucestershire, on the other hand, 
have lower than national average qualifications. 
This highlights that in the area median earnings 
or inequality and level of qualifications in an area 
are not necessarily correlated.  

Wage Inequality  
Challenges to growth 

BANES – 47.8% 

Bristol – 47.9% 

North Somerset -36.7%  

S Gloucestershire – 37.7%   

Percentage of population with NVQ4 
or above qualifications   

Source: Annual Survey of Hours & Earnings, resident analysis; ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, Office for National Statistics. Note that this data includes corrections made to BRES 
errors (6,600 defence jobs incorrectly removed in South Gloucestershire in 2015) as notified by ONS; Annual Population Survey Jan 2015-Dec 2015, Office for National Statistics 

Median and Lower Quartile Earnings, 2015  
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The West of England also suffers from 
considerable skills shortages in the area. 
Although successful compared to England’s 
average, this is nevertheless an area to address 
in order to fully harness the region’s growth 
potential. 

Most worryingly, as the below graph 
demonstrates, there is a skills barrier to growth 
in some of the West of England’s most 
productive and growing industries. 61% of 
advanced engineering, aerospace and 

manufacturing firms indicate there is a skills 
gap, as well as 50% of Health and Life Sciences 
firms. Given these sectors of the economy have 
seen above average recent growth and are key 
sectoral strengths, addressing these skills gaps 
could be an area of future focus.  

However, it should be acknowledged that  
these skills gaps are low compared to other 
LEPs. Indeed, the region has the least skills 
gaps and skill shortage vacancies of all 39 LEP 
areas, and is better than the average for all skill 

measures in the below graph. The LEP also 
enjoys the lowest incidence of employees that 
are not proficient at their job across all LEPs (at 
3.2% compared to 5.2%).  

There is, therefore, not a top-level comparative 
skills shortage for the LEP. However sector-
specific gaps seem to exist, particularly for 
growing sectors such as advanced engineering. 

Sector-specific skills shortages 
Challenges to growth 

Source: West of England, Business Skills Survey, 2015. 
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